Abstract-Cloud computing has raised new challenges for the membership representation scheme of storage systems that manage very large data sets. This paper proposes DBA, a dynamic Bloom filter array aimed at representing membership for variable large data sets in storage systems in a scalable way. DBA consists of dynamically created groups of space-efficient Bloom filters (BFs) to accommodate changes in set sizes. Within a group, BFs are homogeneous and the data layout is optimized at the bit level to enable parallel access and thus achieve high query performance. DBA can effectively control its query accuracy by partially adjusting the error rate of the constructing BFs, where each BF only represents an independent subset to help locate elements and confirm membership. Further, DBA supports element deletion by introducing a lazy update policy. We prototype and evaluate our DBA scheme as a scalable fast index in the MAD2 deduplication storage system. Experimental results reveal that DBA (with 64 BFs per group) shows significantly higher query performance than the state-of-the-art approach while scaling up to 160 BFs. DBA is also shown to excel in scalability, query accuracy, and space efficiency by theoretical analysis and experimental evaluation.
Abstract-Cloud computing has raised new challenges for the membership representation scheme of storage systems that manage very large data sets. This paper proposes DBA, a dynamic Bloom filter array aimed at representing membership for variable large data sets in storage systems in a scalable way. DBA consists of dynamically created groups of space-efficient Bloom filters (BFs) to accommodate changes in set sizes. Within a group, BFs are homogeneous and the data layout is optimized at the bit level to enable parallel access and thus achieve high query performance. DBA can effectively control its query accuracy by partially adjusting the error rate of the constructing BFs, where each BF only represents an independent subset to help locate elements and confirm membership. Further, DBA supports element deletion by introducing a lazy update policy. We prototype and evaluate our DBA scheme as a scalable fast index in the MAD2 deduplication storage system. Experimental results reveal that DBA (with 64 BFs per group) shows significantly higher query performance than the state-of-the-art approach while scaling up to 160 BFs. DBA is also shown to excel in scalability, query accuracy, and space efficiency by theoretical analysis and experimental evaluation. C LOUD computing has become a popular paradigm for deploying and delivering services over the Internet [1] , and it also raises new challenges for the membership representation scheme of storage systems that manage very large data sets [2] , [3] , [4] . For example, a key-value store needs to efficiently determine whether a required data item exists without having to exhaustively check all the elements. A straightforward approach to recording membership is to keep an ordered full index in memory. Once a membership query arrives, certain search algorithm will be activated to locate the target item. However, this primitive method faces two challenges when dealing with variable large data sets. First, it is cost-ineffective to maintain an ordered full index, as the logical/physical structure of the index must be frequently adjusted to accommodate the addition or deletion of elements. Commercial stores such as Amazon's Dynamo [5] and Microsoft's ChunkStash [6] allow complicated keys (i.e., opaque byte arrays and 20-byte SHA-1 hashes respectively) that can not be efficiently sorted. Second, as the amount of data grows, the whole index can become too large to be stored in the RAM in its entirety. HDFS [7] keeps the entire namespace for the distributed file system using 64 GB RAM in a special NameNode, which potentially limits the system scalability [8] . A storage node in Facebook's Haystack uses 48 GB RAM for a 9 TB RAID capacity without providing search features [9] .
In general, we argue that indexing dynamically variable large data sets in storage systems requires the membership representation scheme to achieve (1) strong scalability to adapt the ever increasing amount of data, (2) high space efficiency to be contained in RAM for high access efficiency, (3) high query performance to resist the rising search complexity during the scaling-up process, (4) controllable query accuracy to resist errors introduced by compact data structures, (5) element location capability to inform the system where to locate the possible elements, and (6) element deletion capability to allow the storage system to recycle spaces.
Recently, a compact hash table is proposed in FlashStore [10] to index key-value pairs stored on flash. The hash table uses a (2-byte) compact signature combined with a (4-byte) pointer for each key (e.g., 20-byte SHA-1 hash), and it resolves collisions using a variant of cuckoo hashing [11] to achieve a high load factor. However, the capacity of the hash table must be predefined carefully according to the available flash and estimated number of keys. Another widely used technique is Bloom filter (BF) [12] , which is a compact data structure that can efficiently record membership for a static set by hashing its elements into a fixed-length bit array. Clearly, both of the above techniques face challenges when dealing with a variable large data set, since either the existence of elements or the set cardinality can change over time. To the best of our knowledge, existing scalable membership representation schemes, such as dynamic Bloom filters (DBF) [13] , scalable Bloom filters [14] , [15] , and incremental Bloom filters [16] , generally lack a comprehensive consideration for the above requirements of storage systems, as they mainly focus on network applications.
To comprehensively consider the above requirements for a scalable fast index of membership representation, we propose DBA, a Dynamic Bloom filter array aimed at representing membership for variable large data sets in storage systems in a scalable way. DBA consists of groups of space-efficient Bloom filters, and its capacity can be extended by dynamically adding new BF groups. Within a group, homogeneous BFs are used and their structure is optimized at the bit level, so that dozens of BFs can be accessed in parallel to achieve high query performance. Using the compact BF structure introduces false positives, but the query accuracy can be effectively controlled by partially adjusting the error rate of the building-block BFs. Each BF is only responsible for representing an independent subset, which helps locate existing elements and confirm membership. Further, DBA supports element deletion by introducing a lazy update policy.
We extend our previous work [4] and comprehensively evaluate the DBA scheme in the MAD2 [17] deduplication storage system, which is a scalable high-throughput exact deduplication storage system that runs in the clustered backend of network backup services. In the MAD2 system, DBA records the membership of millions of chunk fingerprints and works as an in-memory scalable fast index, identifying unique data objects or indicating where to confirm a possible duplicate. Experimental results show that our multi-group-cardinality DBA approach can maintain a much higher query performance than the existing dynamic Bloom filter approach. For example, while scaling up to 160 BFs with an error rate threshold of 1=2 14 , a 64-group-cardinality DBA is able to query 4:46 Â 10 5 items per second, a query performance that is about three times higher than DBF. The query accuracy of DBA can be effectively controlled by partially adjusting its member BFs with either enlarging their capacity or tightening their error rate. In our experiments, DBA reinserts over 4:52 Â 10 5 items per second during the partial reconstruction process, which enables the fast index to erase deleted elements in batches. Mathematical analysis reveals that DBA is able to achieve all the above advantages over a BF with the same capacity and the same false positive rate at the expense of only a small fraction of more memory space of the latter.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we present the necessary background information to further motivate our DBA research. The DBA design is detailed in Section 3. Section 4 presents experimental results of our DBA prototype and mathematical analysis of the DBA model. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

Challenges Arising from Variable Large Data Sets
Large scale data analysis applications have been widely deployed in the cloud environment [7] , [8] , [18] . One of the main challenges in managing a variable large data set is to provide a fast and scalable element query service. Distributed storage systems usually distribute metadata and/or data among multiple nodes based on (directory) subtree partitioning [19] , [20] , [21] or hash-based mapping [5] , [22] , [23] . In the former, a query process needs to traverse a treestructured index to locate the target data item. The latter allows the query process to directly locate a responsible node/bucket, but the performance can be restricted by the sequential lookup within a node/bucket. Besides deterministic query schemes, probabilistic membership query approaches have also been proposed for metadata management purposes [24] , [25] . In such approaches, a Bloom filter is used to record membership for each metadata server, and then the BFs are replicated among servers to construct a global probabilistic fast index. The above schemes focus on distributing and locating data elements among storage servers, but the overall query performance can also be restricted by the lookup efficiency of each server. DDFS [35] and ChunkStash [6] propose to build a fast index with a predefined capacity for each storage node by using BF and compact hash table respectively, but they lack considerations about the scaling-up process of the data sets. The limitations are obvious: first, the fast index is in risk of total reconstruction if the elements exceed its capacity; second, memory space is wasted if it takes a long time for the elements to fill the fast index; third, synchronizing the fast index with an on-disk backup copy is inefficient, since the fast index can be randomly updated by hash functions.
The dynamic Bloom filter scheme [13] uses multiple homogeneous BFs to index a scalable data set. This idea is similar to HBA [24] and G-HBA [25] in that they all create new BF as needed to extend the capacity, and it particularly emphasizes the use of homogeneous hash functions among BFs to reduce the computational overhead and enhance the scalability. However, we find that DBF faces a severe memory-access bottleneck as more BFs are added. Considering a DBF using k hash functions and r BFs, the memory-access complexity of querying an item can be expressed as Oðk Â rÞ, which will increase linearly with the number of member BFs. Fig. 1 shows the experimental results in which a DBF is initialized using one BF with a capacity of 2 19 elements. As the number of inserted elements increases to 83,733,597, totally 160 BFs are created and added to the DBF. Furthermore, 2,026,005,9277 membership queries are executed during the scaling-up process. For the stability of results, we measure the average query performance in a small window around the sampling point. As shown in the figure, the query performance goes down to about only 27 percent of the initial value as 160 BFs are created. The experiment is carried out in a real system where membership query is a regular operation, and the results show that the overall query performance can definitely be bottlenecked by the increasing memory-access complexity.
The proposed requirements of indexing variable large data sets in storage systems and the limitations of existing schemes motivate us to build a more flexible membership representation scheme. Next, we will briefly review the Bloom filter and its variations to present the necessary background information.
The Principles of Bloom Filters
A Bloom filter [12] for representing a static set S ¼ fx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n g of n elements consists of an array of m bits and a set of k independent hash functions h 1 ; . . . ; h k with range {1; . . . ; m}. At the beginning, all the bits of the array are initialized to 0, and then the bits h i ðxÞ ð1 i kÞ are set to 1 for each element x 2 S. To determine if an item y belongs to S, we just need to check whether all the bits h i ðyÞ are set to 1. If not, y is definitely not a member of S. Conversely, y is assumed as a member of S with some error probability. This kind of false positive is caused by the hash collisions, which imply that the bits h i ðyÞ can be occasionally set by some other elements indeed belonging to S. The probability that a fresh item is falsely identified as a member of a set by the associated BF is called the false positive rate or error rate. Fortunately, the error rate can be controlled by many tricks, and the high space efficiency and the high query performance make a BF attractive to many applications [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] .
Given m; n and k ðk Á n < mÞ, the false positive rate of a BF can be derived as
It is shown that f BF can be minimized to an expected value ð1=2Þ ln2Áðm=nÞ when k ¼ ln 2 Á ðm=nÞ [27] . Further, Kirsch and Mitzenmacher [28] propose that the computational complexity of the k hash functions can be reduced by using the technique of double hashing. For a static set with known cardinality n, if f BF must be restricted to a threshold " with minimal space overhead, the optimal number of hash functions should be
and the required minimal space (in bits) is
It is easy to see that the error rate f BF will not reach " until all the n elements are inserted into the BF, thus n is also called the designed capacity and " is also referred to as the target error rate, denoted as F BF .
In particular, there is an interesting implementation of segmented BF (also referred to as partitioned BF) [27] , [28] , which consists of an array of m bits and k hash functions with each mapped to a range of m/k consecutive bits independently. This structure enables some applications, such as a hardware-based router [29] , to access the bit array in parallel through the logic circuit. With the capacity of n and the space of m bits, the error rate of a segmented BF is
Clearly, f 0 BF is slightly larger than f BF , but both of them have the same asymptotic error rate. We will consider using segmented BFs as necessary without discussing the negligible error rate deviation in our solution.
Putze et al. [30] propose another variant called blocked Bloom filter (blo) that consists of b 512-bit blocks, where each block can fit into one cache-line of the CPU. For each element, blo uses the first hash function to select the accommodating block and the rest k À 1 hash functions to set or test bits within the block. As a result, blo incurs at most one cache miss in querying an element, which benefits the insert/query performance. However, it can be a challenge for a blo to scale up and support element deletion.
Many improved schemes [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [31] have been proposed to represent dynamic sets, especially scalable sets. Due to the space limit, the detailed review is provided in the online supplemental material, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http:// doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.2013.66.
In general, the existing improved Bloom filters mainly focus on network applications, and they lack considerations about how to index variable large data sets in storage systems, which motivates our DBA design that is detailed next.
THE DBA DESIGN
This section presents the design of Dynamic Bloom filter array, to carry out a general membership representation scheme and meet the requirements of a practical scalable fast index for variable large data sets in both distributed and single-node storage systems. Fig. 2 shows a general framework of using DBA as a scalable fast index in a distributed storage system. In a storage cluster (Fig. 2a) , a low-accuracy global DBA that summarizes the data membership of all the storage nodes can be used to filter out invalid queries or route the survived queries to the responsible nodes. The global DBA can be cooperatively maintained by multiple metadata servers if it becomes too large. Some distributed storage systems can also employ DHT-based routing, however, the studies of HBA [24] and G-HBA [25] have shown the potential benefit of using BF-based techniques in ultra-large scale file systems.
In a specific storage node (Fig. 2b) , a high-accuracy DBA that maintains high space efficiency can be fully loaded in RAM to significantly improve the access efficiency. On receiving query requests, the DBA scheme will be first checked to quickly filter out nonexistent items. For possible existing elements, the DBA scheme directs the query process to search the most relevant subsets to confirm membership through an in-memory cache that maps to the on-disk full index. If a fresh item arrives, its metadata will be inserted into both the DBA and the full index, and the data content will be written to the on-disk data store accordingly through an inmemory data cache. As more fresh data is written, DBA scales along with the on-disk full index, and only the updated components (i.e., BFs) of the DBA need to be synchronized to the on-disk copy. Since the DBA structure is optimized at the bit level, which will be detailed in Section 3.1, it can effectively maintain high query performance while the data sets scale up in size.
The DBA Construction
A DBA is constructed of groups of compact BFs for space efficiency. BFs are homogeneous within each group to share the same hash functions and reduce computational overhead. Existing full-filled BFs will be sealed for query only and new BF can be created dynamically to expand the capacity.
Specifically, a DBA significantly differs from a dynamic Bloom filter in the bit layout. As shown in Fig. 3a , the r BFs sharing k hash functions in a DBF are independent of one another in space. To query an item, the r BFs will be checked sequentially until a positive or all negatives are produced, and the memory-access complexities are Oðk Â r=2Þ for a positive result and Oðk Â rÞ for a negative result respectively, according to [13, Algorithm 1] and shown on this page. Note that a lot of memory bandwidth is wasted while reading only one bit in each access. Fig. 3b shows the optimized bit layout of a DBA. In each group, bits belonging to g different BFs but with the same offset are mapped and stored together so that they can be simultaneously read or written in a single memory access. Algorithm 2 is an improved query process of Algorithm 1, and its memory-access complexities are Oðk Â r=ð2gÞÞ for a positive result and Oðk Â r=gÞ for a negative result.
Obviously, the memory access efficiency of a DBA is OðgÞ times better than that of a DBF.
The maximum number g of BFs in a group is called group cardinality, which determines the parallelism in querying multiple BFs. Zhang and Guan [32] suggest that g should not exceed the bit width of a CPU register, so that a bit group can be hold in its entirety by a (32-bit) word. In our design, if g exceeds the bit width of a CPU register, a bit group will be vectorized to leverage the vector processing units [34] and the on-chip caches of modern CPUs to achieve high query performance. In practice, g is recommended to be a fraction of r (i.e., the total number of BFs) for the consideration of controlling query accuracy, which will be discussed in Section 3.2. For example, define g=r 2 ½1=8; 1=4Þ, then a new BF group can be created as necessary when g=r ! 1=8, and BF groups will be pair-wisely combined to increase the group cardinality when g=r < 1=8. This combining can be done efficiently by a background thread as only memory-copy operations are involved. A BF group can be created at once or extended on demand to accommodate new BFs. The latter can achieve better memory efficiency but at the cost of more combining operations than the former.
Control the Query Accuracy
A DBA can generate false positives as it is constructed of compact BFs. Considering a DBA that is initially designed to hold r BFs with each has a capacity of c BF , the designed capacity of the DBA is c DBA ¼ c BF Â r. Let " denote the error rate threshold, F DBA the target error rate of the DBA, and F BF the target error rate of each BF, we have
and
The problem here is that the actual error rate can exceed " if the number of elements exceeds c DBA .
Formula (3) suggests that there are two methods to control the error rate. The first is to enlarge the capacity of the BFs while keeping both r and F BF constant, which can be implemented by reconstructing BFs in groups. We describe the main steps as follows:
1. If the number of BFs reaches r, find a group of BFs with capacity c BF and reconstruct them using a larger capacity c 0 BF ¼ tÂc BF in the background, where t is an integer larger than or equal to 2. As a result, ðt À 1ÞÂ g Â c BF more elements can be accommodated. 3. Repeat step 1 and step 2 until the data set stops growing. The second method is to increase r by suppressing F BF . According to Formula (4), if r is increased to r 0 ¼ t Â r, the target error rate of each BF will be
The main steps of this method are detailed as follows:
1. If the number of BFs reaches r, find a group of BFs constructed with parameter F BF and reconstruct them using F 0 BF in the background. As a result,
growing. Both of the methods employ background partial reconstruction to make sure that the actual error rate of a DBA is kept below the threshold while using a larger parameter t can reduce the reconstruction frequency. The chosen BF group can still serve membership queries until the reconstruction is completed in the newly allocated memory space. During the error rate adjustment period, a DBA allows at most two kinds of heterogeneous BFs, but hash functions can still be shared among homogeneous BFs and a group of BFs can always be queried in parallel to ensure high performance. Note that Algorithm 2 should be slightly modified to consider the case of heterogeneous BFs. Partial reconstruction has been implemented by re-inserting the raw elements of chosen BFs into reconfigured data structures in our prototype system, and we will present the experimental results in Section 4.4.
Furthermore, the second method of tightening the target error rate essentially requires increasing the number of hash functions for a BF group, which can be simplified by using segmented BFs. As Fig. 4 shows, a group of g segmented BFs initially share k hash functions with each being independently mapped to m/k bits, and the target error rate of each segmented BF being F BF ¼ ð1=2Þ k . To tighten the target error rate to F 0 BF ¼ F BF =4, we just need to add another two hash functions and insert the related elements into the incremental bit vectors. This is more efficient than rebuilding the whole BF group that must calculate k þ 2 hash functions for each element.
Accelerate Element Location
In some storage systems, false positives are absolutely unacceptable and must be identified by checking the full set. For example, in a deduplication storage system [35] , possible duplicate items must be confirmed by querying the on-disk full index, for otherwise the fresh data can be falsely eliminated. However, frequently searching an on-disk index can reintroduce the performance bottleneck.
Taking advantage of DBA's scalability, we propose to use different BFs to represent independent subsets (both in a distributed environment and in a single storage node), as shown in Fig. 5 . A possible existing element can be located by simply searching the associated subset of a BF that generates a positive for it. Considering a DBA containing r BFs, the search range can be directly reduced to 1/r if only one of the BFs generates positive. Algorithm 2 can be easily modified to return the index number of a BF that generates a positive for the queried item. If multiple positives are generated for an item, the query process should check the corresponding subsets one by one until the item is finally identified. According to Formula (4), the maximum probability that i ð1 < i rÞ BFs generate false positive for a given item can be derived as
which is small and will not cause significant overhead. In practice, the BFs in a DBA are created along with the subsets as the full set scales up. If a subset is relatively stable, its index structure can be further optimized to enhance the lookup efficiency [17] .
Support Element Deletion
The delete operation is important for a storage system to recycle storage capacity. Since a DBA is constructed of groups of BFs, false negtives will be introduced if elements are deleted by directly clearing the corresponding bit cells. Considering the fact that large storage systems usually delete stale data in batches in off-peak time, we introduce a lazy update policy for the DBA scheme to support element deletion. Different from a DBF that maintains counters for all the representing cells [33] , a DBA associates each BF with two counters that record the number of represented elements and the number of stale elements respectively. Whenever an element is deleted from a subset, the associated BF will increment the counter of stale elements. Only when the stale elements in a BF reach a predefined proportion, will a BF be refreshed to reflect the real-time membership of the subset, which implicitly eliminates deleted elements in a batch.
A negative effect of the lazy update policy is that a DBA can generate false positives while querying recently deleted elements. However, there will be no false negtives, and the target false positive rate is still well controlled. A storage system can control the refresh frequency of BFs by adjusting the allowed proportion of stale elements. Considering that a DBA can scale up and contain hundreds even thousands of BFs, refreshing a BF will not cause significant performance degradation, and the experimental results will be given in Section 4.4.
Furthermore, partially filled subsets can be combined by taking the OR of their associated BFs if their elements can be held by just one subset.
EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
We implement and evaluate our DBA scheme in the MAD2 [17] deduplication storage system. MAD2 distributes both file metadata and chunk contents among clustered storage nodes according to their fingerprints (i.e., 20-byte SHA-1 hash). Files or chunks with the same fingerprint will be identified as duplicates and only one instance of duplicates is stored. Specifically, the average chunk size is 4 KB, so that a 10 TB chunk store can hold at most 2:5 Â 2 30 chunks. To reduce the RAM requirement of maintaining a full index and improve the query efficiency, a DBA is used as a fast index to record the membership of chunk fingerprints in each storage node, and the full index is stored on disk and accessed through an efficient in-memory cache.
The experimental data set is a backup data set that was collected from an engineering group in a span of 31 days. Totally, there are 12.1 millions of files that amount to 6.0 TB. In the MAD2 system, these data generates 2,026,005,927 chunks and is finally deduplicated into 83,733,597 unique chunks totaling 367.7 GB in size. We disable the file level deduplication and use the fingerprints of these chunks to fill and evaluate a DBA in a chunk storage node. The system configuration includes a 32-bit Windows operating system, a quad-core CPU running at 2 GHz, 16 GB RAM, 2 gigabit network interface cards, and 16 Â 1 TB hard disks organized as a RAID-5 partition.
Query Performance
According to our earlier analysis (in Section 3.1), the query performance of a DBA can be mainly affected by its group cardinality. In this section, we construct five different configurations of DBA (i.e., 1-, 8-, 16-, 32-, and 64-group-cardinality DBA) and measure their query performance in the MAD2 chunk-level deduplication environment. The error rate threshold of each DBA is specified as 1/2 14 and the BFs of each DBA are designed to hold at most 2 19 elements. In particular, the 1-groupcardinality DBA is functionally equivalent to a DBF, which is used for comparison between DBF and DBA, and it also returns the index number of the BF that generates a positive for the target chunk fingerprint.
Since the response time of querying a single chunk fingerprint is extremely short and can be disturbed by the instantaneous system workload level and the membership of the fingerprint, instead, we trace the numbers of the queried chunk fingerprints and the time stamps of the BF fullfilled events to evaluate the average query performance.
As shown in Fig. 6 , when there is just one BF being filled, the DBF scheme (i.e., the 1-group-cardinality DBA) shows the best average query performance of 5:5 Â 10 5 fingerprints per second (fps), which is about 4:5 Â 10 4 fps higher than the eight-group-cardinality DBA scheme. In general, we find that a DBA with larger group cardinality shows worse performance at the beginning when there is only one or a small number of full-filled BFs. This reflects the fact that a DBA with smaller group cardinality incurs less management overhead (i.e., initialization of data structures, etc.) and can be more efficiently accessed through the CPU cache mechanism when the number of BFs is small. The results also suggest that the group cardinality of a DBA should increase slowly according to the number of required BFs, as discussed in Section 3.1. When the number of BFs grows to 16, the multi-group-cardinality DBA starts to outperform DBF in the average query performance. As the fingerprint set further scales up and more BFs are created, the average query performance of all the DBAs shows a similar declining trend, where a DBA with larger group cardinality declines slower than one with smaller group cardinality. When the number of BFs reaches 160, the average query performance of the DBF scheme declines to 1:5 Â 10 5 fps, in clear contrast to the 64-group-cardinality DBA that maintains a much higher performance at 4:5 Â 10 5 fps. In particular, since MAD2 runs on a 32-bit operating system, the query operation of the 64-group-cardinality DBA scheme actually relies on the vectorized 32-bit calculation. Fig. 6 shows that the 64-group-cardinality DBA scheme outperforms the 32-group-cardinality DBA when there are more than 72 BFs. This result suggests that even if the group cardinality exceeds the bit width of the processing unit, large group cardinality is still effective in improving the RAM access efficiency and maintaining the query performance.
Although it is a natural choice to employ a DHT-based method to distribute chunk contents among multiple storage nodes in MAD2, we also evaluate the performance impact of using DBA as a global fast index in a simulated distributed storage system by relaxing the error rate threshold to 1/2 7 that defines low-accuracy DBAs. Fig. 7 shows the average query performance of the DBAs with five different group cardinalities. Comparing to the high-accuracy DBAs, the low-accuracy DBAs show much higher average query performance that ranges from 6:9 Â 10 5 fps to 8:0 Â 10 5 fps at the beginning. While the average query performance declines as more BFs are created, we find that the 64-group-cardinality DBA maintains its average query performance at 6:4 Â 10 5 fps when there are 160 BFs, which is about four times higher than that of the DBF (i.e., the 1-group-cardinality DBA) at 1:6 Â 10 5 fps. In a real distributed environment, such as an ultra large-scale distributed file system (! Petabytes or even Exabytes) [25] , the metadata server (group) can maintain one or several BFs for each storage node according to their capacities. If new storage nodes are added, the metadata server (group) only needs to create new BFs accordingly.
Scalability
The experimental results of query performance show that DBA effectively maintains a high query performance by enabling parallel access and vectorized calculation over a group of BFs. Since the query performance tends to decline linearly as the number of BFs increases, we can evaluate the scalability of a DBA by comparing it to a DBF with the same BF composition. As Fig. 6 shows, when the query performance is 4:5 Â 10 5 fps, there are 20 BFs in DBF, and 44, 66, 120 and 154 BFs in DBAs with 8-, 16-, 32-, and 64-group-cardinality respectively. Obviously, a DBA with larger group cardinality shows much better scalability in practice.
Now we derive a theoretical upper bound for the scalability of a DBA. Suppose that a DBF can scale up to r BFs while maintaining its query performance at or above the predefined threshold ' and the percentage of CPU time used to query the DBF is q in a real system, the speedup of querying a g-group-cardinality DBA over DBF with the same BF composition can be inferred according to Amdahl's law [36] as Speedup ¼ ½ð1 À qÞ þ ðq=gÞ À1 . Thus, the DBA can hold at most r Â g BFs in theory with the overall query performance no less than '. In practice, the multi-group-cardinality DBA can introduce additional management overhead that slightly limits its scalability. On the other hand, the scalability of a DBF can be more severely limited by its significantly increased false positive rate (see Section 3.2).
False Positive Rate
This section evaluates the error rate control capability of the DBA scheme. Suppose that the maximum cardinality of the fingerprint set is unknown initially, we start with a DBA with a target error rate of 1=2 14 % 6:1Â10 À5 and a maximum capacity of 64 Â 2 19 elements. Let each BF hold 2 19 elements, there are at most 64 BFs in the DBA and the target error rate of each BF can be derived as 9:5 Â 10 À7 based on Formula (4). The real error rate is measured by counting the false positives in statistics windows near the sample points. As Fig. 8 shows, the real error rate grows to 5:7 Â 10 À5 and is close to the threshold when the number of fingerprints reaches the designed capacity of the DBA. Without adjusting the parameters, 160 BFs are created to hold all the fingerprints, and the uncontrolled error rate finally grows to 1:6 Â 10 À4 that is about 2.6 times larger than the threshold.
The first method to control the error rate of a DBA is to enlarge the designed capacity of BFs with their target error rate unchanged. When the number of fingerprints reaches 64 Â 2 19 , a group of 32 BFs are rebuilt to enlarge their capacity from 2 19 to 3Â2 19 , which allows 64 Â 2 19 more fingerprints to be inserted. Similarly, when the number of elements grows to 128 Â 2 19 that fills the DBA again, another group of 32 BFs are rebuilt with a larger capacity of 3 Â 2 19 elements. As shown in Fig. 8 , the error rate of the DBA is effectively controlled below the threshold and finally shows 4:8 Â 10
À5
when all the fingerprints are represented.
The second method to control the error rate is to tighten the target error rate of BFs with their capacity unchanged. When the number of used BFs reaches 64, a group of 32 BFs are rebuilt to shift their target error rate from 9:5 Â 10 À7 to 3:1 Â 10 À7 , which allows 64 more BFs with the tighter target error rate to be created. Similarly, when the number of BFs reaches 128, which means that 128 Â 2 19 elements are inserted, another group of 32 BFs are rebuilt with a target error rate of 3:1 Â 10 À7 . Fig. 8 shows the error rate has also been successfully controlled below the threshold by using this method, and the error rate is 5:1 Â 10 À5 when all the elements are inserted.
The results show that both of the error rate control methods are effective in dealing with the real-world data set.
Partial Reconstruction Efficiency
A DBA will be partially reconstructed to control its error rate or delete stale elements. This section presents the partial reconstruction efficiency of a DBA under different configurations by measuring the element reinsert performance in terms of fingerprints per second.
As shown in Fig. 9 , a DBA is initially designed with Configuration A: a target error rate of 1=2 14 ð6:1 Â 10 À5 Þ, holding at most 64 BFs, and the designed capacity of each BF is 2 19 . As a result, the target error rate of each BF can be derived as 9:5 Â 10 À7 , according to Formula (4), and the number of required hash functions is 20, according to Formula (1). The element reinsert performance is 5:7 Â 10 5 fps for the 1-group-cardinality DBA (i.e., equivalently, DBF) and then decreases to about 4:9 Â 10 5 fps as the group cardinality increases due to higher group management overhead.
Configuration B is derived from Configuration A by enlarging the designed capacity of each BF to 3 Â 2 19 . The element reinsert performance is between 4:8 Â 10 5 fps and 5:5 Â 10 5 fps for different group cardinalities, which is slightly lower than Configuration A's performance because the DBA has to access a range of space that is three times larger to reinsert an element.
Configuration C allows the DBA to hold at most 192 BFs, and the target error rate of each BF is tightened to 3:1 Â 10 À7 by using 22 hash functions. If a BF under this configuration is to be totally reconstructed, the element reinsert performance will be between 4:5 Â 10 5 and 5:2 Â 10 5 for different group cardinalities. Because the complexity of both the hash calculation and the RAM accesses has been increased, the results are further lower than those of Configuration A and Configuration B. However, if the DBA is configured to consist of segmented BFs, its error rate can be easily tightened by adding two more segments for each BF, along with the incremental hash functions. The results show that the element reinsert performance is between 2:7 Â 10 6 fps and 3:1 Â 10 6 fps for different group cardinalities, which is significantly higher than Configurations A-C that use standard BFs. While these results indicate that the element reinsert performance is somewhat negatively affected by the group management overhead introduced by the increasing group cardinality, the group management overhead of a DBA is generally negligible and the benefit of improving query performance far outweigh the overhead.
In practice, the partial reconstruction process can be executed by a background thread to ensure that the DBA maintain a reasonably high query performance. In particular, in a distributed environment that employs DBA as a global fast index, the building-block BFs can be reconstructed by their corresponding storage nodes and then grouped by the metadata server (group), which can prevent a performance bottleneck from being formed while processing metadata.
RAM Capacity Requirement
Considering the fact that the required space to construct a DBA depends essentially on the error rate threshold and the designed capacity, this section presents the RAM consumption of a DBA through mathematical analysis. For simplicity, first we consider a variable large data set S with a known maximum cardinality c max . Suppose that an error rate threshold " is specified, we evaluate the memory requirement of a DBA, normalized to that required by a single BF that cannot be scaled at all. According to Formula (2), to represent membership for S, the number of bits required by a single BF is m BF ¼ log 2 e Á log 2 ð1="Þ Á c max :
Alternatively, considering a DBA consisting of r homogeneous BFs, according to Formula (4), the error rate threshold of each member BF is " 0 ¼ 1 À ð1 À "Þ 1=r , and the number of bits required by each member BF is m 0 BF ¼ log 2 e Á log 2 ð1=" 0 Þ Á c max =r:
If S finally grows to its maximum cardinality, the number of bits consumed by the DBA is
Dividing m DBA using m BF and after some algebra manipulation, we have
Thus, the maximum normalized memory requirement is independent of set cardinality, and a DBA can consume more memory space than a single BF once the represented set scales to its maximum cardinality. Fig. 10 shows the maximum memory requirement of a DBA normalized to a single BF with the same capacity and the same error rate threshold. We can see that for the given error rate threshold, a DBA consisting of more BFs also requires more space to restrict its error rate. On the other hand, the maximum normalized memory requirement decreases as the error rate threshold becomes tighter. It indicates that if the error rate threshold is sufficiently small, a DBA consisting of dozens or even hundreds of BFs will consume only a fraction of more memory space than a single BF. For example, to achieve a target error rate of 1/ 10 5 , a DBA consisting of 1,024 BFs requires only 1.6 times of the memory of a single BF.
On the other hand, it usually takes a long time for a variable large data set to reach its maximum cardinality with a certain probability. Denote the rate of the mean cardinality and the maximum cardinality of a set as p, the expected memory requirement of a DBA can be derived as
and the expected normalized memory requirement is
If the set cardinality has a long tailed distribution, it is possible that the upper bound is dozens of times larger than the mean cardinality and the expected memory requirement of a DBA can be conversely much smaller than that of a single BF. Previous research [33] shows that memory spaces can be saved under five popular set cardinality distributions: uniform distribution, normal distribution, random Zipf distribution, maximum Zipf distribution and minimum Zipf distribution.
For a variable large data set without known maximum cardinality, a DBA is able to enlarge its capacity as necessary with the error rate effectively controlled and the memory consumption will increase as needed.
In general, a DBA inherits the high space-efficiency of a BF, and it is more flexible than a BF in allocating memory space, controlling error rate and supporting membership update. In particular, if an in-memory fast index must be periodically synchronized to an on-disk copy to prevent accidental data loss, only the updated BFs have to be rewritten for a DBA.
Comparison between DBA and DBF
We compare our DBA scheme to the DBF scheme in this section, since both of them are aimed at dynamic sets and employ homogeneous BFs to avoid computational bottlenecks of hash operations. The most significant difference lies in that a DBA optimizes the bit layout for each BF group to maintain high query performance while a DBF is more likely to encounter the RAM access bottleneck while scaling up. Table 1 (see supplemental material, available online) lists the comparison details in terms of scalability, query efficiency, error rate control, element location, element deletion and RAM consumption. Theoretical analysis shows that both the memory-access efficiency and the scalability of a DBA are OðgÞ times better than those of a DBF. Experimental results indicate that using larger group cardinality indeed enables a DBA to significantly outperform a DBF in query performance while representing a variable large data set. A DBA can effectively control its error by either enlarging the designed capacity or tightening the target error rate of member BFs, while a DBF lacks a proactive solution. By using each member BF to represent an independent subset, a DBA consisting of r BFs can narrow the searching range to 1/r if only one positive is generated for a target item. In contrast to a DBA that supports element deletion by employing a lazy update policy, a DBF [33] proposes to replace constructing BFs using counting Bloom filters [37] that consume more RAM space and more computational overhead. In general, a DBA outperforms a DBF and is more flexible and more space-efficient in representing variable large data sets.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the DBA scheme to represent membership for variable large data sets in storage systems. A DBA consists of groups of homogeneous Bloom filters that can be created dynamically as needed. Inside each group, the bit layout is optimized to improve RAM access efficiency, so that multiple BFs can be queried in parallel. The query accuracy of a DBA can be proactively controlled by adjusting the error rate of its member BFs. By associating each BF with an independent subset, a DBA is capable of locating possible existing elements. Adopting a lazy update policy, a DBA also effectively supports element deletion, an important operation in data management.
The DBA scheme is prototyped and evaluated in the MAD2 deduplication storage system. Experimental results show that a DBA can maintain high query performance while using large group cardinality and the query accuracy can be effectively controlled by either enlarging the capacity or tightening the target error rate of its member BFs. Moreover, the element reinsert performance is high enough to support error rate adjustment and reflect membership update. Theoretical analysis reveals that a DBA consumes only a fraction of more memory space than a single BF with the same capacity and the same target error rate to achieve its high flexibility, scalability and performance. In general, a DBA outperforms existing schemes and is more applicable to representing variable large data sets as a scalable fast index in storage systems.
